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Abstract Numerous experimental studies have established
that cells can sense the stiffness of underlying substrates and
have quantified the effect of substrate stiffness on stress fibre
formation, focal adhesion area, cell traction, and cell shape.
In order to capture such behaviour, the current study couples
a mixed mode thermodynamic and mechanical framework
that predicts focal adhesion formation and growth with a
material model that predicts stress fibre formation, contrac-
tility, and dissociation in a fully 3D implementation. Simu-
lations reveal that SF contractility plays a critical role in the
substrate-dependent response of cells. Compliant substrates
do not provide sufficient tension for stress fibre persistence,
causing dissociation of stress fibres and lower focal adhesion
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formation. In contrast, cells on stiffer substrates are predicted
to contain large amounts of dominant stress fibres. Different
levels of cellular contractility representative of different cell
phenotypes are found to alter the range of substrate stiffness
that cause the most significant changes in stress fibre and
focal adhesion formation. Furthermore, stress fibre and focal
adhesion formation evolve as a cell spreads on a substrate
and leading to the formation of bands of fibres leading from
the cell periphery over the nucleus. Inhibiting the formation
of FAs during cell spreading is found to limit stress fibre for-
mation. The predictions of this mutually dependent material-
interface framework are strongly supported by experimental
observations of cells adhered to elastic substrates and offer
insight into the inter-dependent biomechanical processes reg-
ulating stress fibre and focal adhesion formation.

Keywords Stress fibre contractility · Focal adhesion
formation · Substrate elasticity · Nucleus stress ·
Finite element · Active constitutive formulation

1 Introduction

Previous experimental studies have established that cells can
sense the stiffness of underlying substrates and that cellular
tractions depend on substrate stiffness (Tee and Fu 2011;
Discher and Janmey 2005). Substrate stiffness has also been
shown to direct stem cell lineage specification (Engler et al.
2006) and affect cell motility (Lo et al. 2000). The contractile
response of cells to ECM stiffness has been shown to be an
important factor in wound healing (Danjo and Gipson 1998),
atherosclerosis (Isenberg et al. 2009), and cancer progression
(Paszek et al. 2005; Levental et al. 2009).

Changes in substrate stiffness have been shown to sig-
nificantly alter the actin cytoskeleton and focal adhesions
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(FAs) of a range of cell types, including fibroblasts, mes-
enchymal stem cells, endothelial cells, and chondrocytes
(Goffin et al. 2006; Engler et al. 2006; Byfield et al. 2009;
Schuh et al. 2010). Different ranges of substrate stiffness
that influence cytoskeletal remodelling have been reported
for different cell phenotypes; particularly, more contractile
cells, such as myoblasts, are most sensitive up to ∼400 kPa
(Ren et al. 2008), but less contractile cells, such as fibroblasts,
are sensitive up to ∼20 kPa (Yeung et al. 2005). Previous in
vitro studies have quantified the effect of different substrate
stiffness on stress fibre (SF) formation (Solon et al. 2007), FA
area (Goffin et al. 2006), cell traction (Califano and Reinhart-
King 2010), and cell shape (Yeung et al. 2005). However, the
cellular mechanisms underlying these phenomena are poorly
understood. Experimental observations of cells adhered to
micropatterned surfaces have previously been combined with
numerical analyses to investigate this substrate sensing phe-
nomena (McGarry et al. 2009); however, these investigations
were not performed for continuous elastic substrates. In order
to provide insight into the role of the contractile cytoskele-
ton and cellular adhesions, it is necessary to employ an active
constitutive formulation for them that considers the remod-
elling and contractility of the cytoskeleton in tandem with the
formation of FAs in a fully three-dimensional framework.

Previously, the contractile cytoskeleton has been included
in computational models of biological gels as preposi-
tioned passive filaments with prescribed shrinkage strains
(Mohrdieck et al. 2005; Storm et al. 2005). However, these
studies offer limited insight as they do not consider the
underlying cellular processes. More recently, models have
been proposed that consider contractility and remodelling
of the cytoskeleton using different approaches: Vernerey
and Farsad (2011) assume that the rate of SF formation is
increased by fibre tension; the model of Kaunas and Hsu
(2009) assumes that the rate of fibre dissociation increases as
the fibre strain deviates from an optimal level. A more recent
study by Kaunas et al. (2011) assumes that fibre dissociation
is related to the fibre strain rate. Deshpande et al. (2007) pro-
pose a computational model based on the biochemistry of the
actin cytoskeleton; SF formation is driven by an activation
signal, dissociation is triggered by a drop in fibre tension, and
SF contractility is captured using a Hill-type law. This model
has previously been used in 2D to investigate cells adhered
to patterned substrates and micropost arrays (McGarry et al.
2009; Pathak et al. 2008). Recently, this material formulation
has been implemented in a 3D framework to demonstrate that
the increased compression resistance of spread cells is due
to SF contractility (Ronan et al. 2012).

FAs provide a mechanical link between the cytoskele-
ton and a substrate or extracellular matrix and also play an
important role in cellular signalling (Wang 2000; Schwartz
et al. 1995). FA formation is modulated by traction forces
on the adhesion, and the size of the adhesion increases with

force (Tan et al. 2003; Balaban et al. 2001). FAs are typi-
cally observed experimentally at the end of SF bundles (Bur-
ridge et al. 1988), and disrupting SF contractility has been
shown to cause FAs to disappear (Oakes et al. 2012). Pre-
vious attempts to simulate FA dynamics have not consid-
ered the coupling between active SF contractility and FA
assembly (Shemesh et al. 2005; Bruinsma 2005). A study
by Deshpande et al. (2008) presents a coupled thermody-
namic and mechanical framework that incorporates SF for-
mation kinetics, SF contractility, and the force sensitivity
of FA formation and growth. This framework captures the
experimentally observed inter-dependence between SFs and
FAs via the Hill-like contractility of SFs and thermodynamic
equilibrium of FA integrins. This formulation has been used
previously to accurately predict the formation of SFs and
FAs for cells adhered to concave- and convex-shaped ligand
patterns (Pathak et al. 2008) for idealised 2D geometries.

In the current study, the FA interaction model of Desh-
pande et al. is expanded to include both specific and non-
specific adhesion dynamics. This expanded model is imple-
mented in a mixed mode formulation that allows for both
normal and tangential stretching of FA bonds between the
cell and substrate. This mixed mode interface formulation is
employed with the 3D SF implementation of Ronan et al. to
examine the effect of substrate stiffness on SF and FA forma-
tion (Deshpande et al. 2007, 2006; Ronan et al. 2012). The
current study builds upon previous applications of the SF
framework (Pathak et al. 2012; McGarry et al. 2009; Ronan
et al. 2012); previous studies have not considered mixed
mode FA behaviour, passive/non-specific adhesion forces,
cell spreading, or cells adhered to elastic substrates in a 3D
environment. We also show changes in cell shape, nucleus
stress, and cell tractions with substrate stiffness. We investi-
gate the effect of different levels of contractility associated
with a range of cell phenotypes when seeded on elastic sub-
strates. Finally, we examine the role of SF and FA formation,
including the sliding of FA bonds, in the spreading of cells
by considering a cell that is not initially in contact with a
substrate.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 SF biochemistry

The contractile actin–myosin cytoskeleton is formed via the
phosphorylation of myosin and polymerization of actin fila-
ments. The myosin self assembles into bipolar filaments that
interact with actin filaments which are loosely bound with
α-actinin to form contractile actin–myosin bundles. The for-
mation and behaviour of stress fibres (SFs) consists of three
couple phenomena: SF formation is triggered by an activation
signal; reduction in fibre tension leads to fibre dissociation;
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the contractile behaviour of SFs is similar to the Hill model
for muscle (Hill 1938).

As described previously by Deshpande et al. (2006), these
phenomena are captured in our material model via two key
equations. First, the tension in the SF bundle, which is gener-
ated by cross-bridge cycling of actin–myosin pairs (Warshaw
et al. 1990), is related to the bundle contraction rate using the
following Hill-like equation:

σ f

σ0
=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0 ε̇
ε̇0

≤ − η

kv

1 + kv

η
ε̇
ε̇0

− η
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≤ ε̇

ε̇0
≤ 0

1 ε̇
ε̇0

> 0

(1)

where σ f is the stress in the SF bundle, σ0 is the isomet-
ric tension, and kv is the reduction in stress upon increas-
ing the shortening strain rate, ε̇, by a reference strain rate
ε̇0. The dimensionless activation level of a SF bundle,
η (0 ≤ η ≤ 1), at any orientation, also defines the isometric
tension, σ0, where σ0 = ησmax. σmax is the maximum tension
in a fully activated bundle.

Second, the signal-induced formation and tension-
dependent dissociation of the actin cytoskeleton are captured
using a first-order kinetic equation:

dη

dt
= [1 − η]

Ck f

θ
−

(

1 − σ f

σ0

)

η
kb

θ
(2)

The first term on the right of the equality governs the rate of
formation of the SFs and is controlled by the dimensionless

constant k f , the signal C , and decay constant θ . The latter part
of the equation gives the rate of dissociation and is governed
by the dimensionless constant kb, the stress level σ f , and the
isometric tension σ0.

2.2 Cell adhesion dynamics

Cell-substrate interactions can be considered as active/
specific interactions that involve binding proteins and pas-
sive/non-specific interactions such as electrostatic tractions,
van der Waals interactions, hydrophobic forces, and steric
repulsion (Bell 1978; Cheng et al. 2009). In the current
study, passive forces are considered in the normal direc-
tion only and active forces are considered in both the nor-
mal and shear directions using a mixed mode formulation
(Fig. 1). These passive forces are averaged over the entire
membrane area giving the passive traction, but are assumed
to act only on the portion of the membrane excluding the
area covered by integrins, as shown in Fig. 2g. Therefore,
passive forces acting directly on integrins are neglected, as
the area associated with each integrin is small compared to
the surface area of the cell not covered by integrins. The
inclusion of such passive traction is motivated by the studies
of Leckband et al. (1992, 2001) with long range attractive
forces being observed experimentally. Cheng et al. (2009)
have also used non-specific long range forces to facilitate the
formation of specific forces after the ligands and integrins
are sufficiently close. The passive traction is defined in rela-

Fig. 1 a Schematic diagram of a 3D cell showing cell in yellow and
the nucleus shown in blue. Inset shows 240 fibre orientations in 3D
space within the representative volume element (RVE). The 3D fibre
implementation may be used with an axisymmetric geometry; however,
it should be noted that it is insufficient to restrict SF orientations to a
2D plane (as shown bottom right) when considering an axisymmetric

geometry. A mixed mode focal adhesion formulation is used together
with a passive or non-specific formulation to simulate the interaction
between the cell and substrate. b High affinity and low affinity integrins
involved in the formation of focal adhesions. c Bound and unbound
integrins between a cell containing stress fibres and a ligand-coated
substrate
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Fig. 2 a–d The evolution of a single integrin-ligand bond undergo-
ing stretch. 1 Bond forms at reference length �0. 2 Bond is stretched
by relative movement between the cell and substrate. 3 Bond reaches
length �n + �0, at which the bond force is at a maximum (Note This
length is shown as a black line with arrows). 4, 5 Bond slips to stay
at peak length. 6, 7 Bond slips to minimize its length after stretching
beyond peak length. e Node on the cell surface (shown in red) where
an integrin-ligand bond has formed and is under stretch. f The active
(pink) and passive (blue) tractions acting on the cell. The active (spe-

cific) component is a result of mixed mode deformation. In contrast, the
passive (non-specific) component acts in the normal direction only. g
View of the cell surface. In order to simplify the thermodynamic analy-
sis of the active bond, the passive or non-specific tractions are assumed
to act on the surface of the cell only, and not on bound integrins (the
area shown in green). The area covered by active integrins (shown in
pink) is assumed to be small, and therefore, the area subjected to the
non-specific tractions is assumed to be equal to the entire cell area

tion to the normal separation distance �1 using the following
equation:

T P
1 = ϕP

0
�1

δ2
p

e
− �1

δP (3)

where δP is the passive characteristic distance and ϕP
0 is

the passive interaction potential. The form of this equation
is based on the observations of Leckband and Israelachvili
(2001) for non-specific tractions such as van der Waals’, elec-
trostatic, and hydrophobic forces.

The formation of active/specific adhesions of cells to
a substrate is simulated using a recent thermodynamically

motivated model (Deshpande et al. 2008). This model con-
siders the formation of FAs via the bonding of integrins on
the cell surface to suitable ligands on the ECM. Binding inte-
grins on the cell surface exist in two conformational states:
high affinity, or “straight,” integrins with a high reference
chemical potential, μH , and low affinity, or “bent”, integrins
with lower reference chemical potential, μL . Only the high
affinity integrins form bonds and low affinity integrins remain
unbonded (Fig. 1). Low affinity integrins with a concentra-
tion ξL have chemical potential:

χL = μL + kT ln

(
ξL

ξ0

)

(4)
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where μL accounts for enthalpy and the last term for config-
urational entropy. ξ0 is the total concentration of integrins,
and k and T are the Boltzmann constant and the absolute
temperature.

High affinity integrins form bonds and undergo stretching;
therefore, the potential energy stored in the bond is accounted
for in the chemical potential as:

χH = μH + kT ln

(
ξH

ξ0

)

+ �(�i ) − Fi�i (5)

where � is the stretch energy and Fi�i is the potential energy
of the applied force Fi . The force Fi is related to the stretch
by:

Fi = ∂�

∂�i
(6)

The kinetics of bond formation and the diffusion of low affin-
ity integrins along the cell membrane are considered fast
compared with other time scales. Therefore, diffusive kinet-
ics are neglected, and the total concentration of integrins,
i.e., the low plus the high affinity ones, is held fixed at ξ0

everywhere on the membrane. Similarly, the kinetics of bond
formation is so rapid that we can use thermodynamic equi-
librium, χH = χL , to obtain the individual concentrations of
high and low affinity integrins as:

ξH = ξ0

exp
[

μH −μL+�−Fi �i
kT

]
+ 1

(7)

ξL = ξ0

exp
[
−μH −μL+�−Fi �i

kT

]
+ 1

(8)

The stretch energy � is expressed as a piecewise quadratic
potential:

� =
⎧
⎨

⎩

κs�
2
e �e ≤ �n

−κs�
2
n + 2κs�n�e − κs�

2
e �n < �e ≤ 2�n

κs�
2
n �e > 2�n

(9)

where κs is the stiffness of the bond; �e is the effective
stretch; and �n is the peak bond length.

2.3 Representation of cellular signalling

In the current study, the complete signalling pathway, which
is more rigorously described by Pollard et al. (2000) and
Zeng et al. (2011), is not considered. The kinetics of the sig-
nalling pathway and the proteins involved are not dealt with.
Instead, a simplified spatially uniform signal is used to repre-
sent all signalling pathways associated with contractility. In
computations where the spreading of the cell on a rigid sur-
face is simulated, the cell geometry changes during spread-
ing and adhesions are continuously activated; therefore, a
spatially uniform continuous signal (C = 1) is used to rep-
resent continuous activation of stretch-activated channels. In

contrast, the computations involving predefined cell geome-
tries adhered to elastic substrates do not result in significant
deformation during the simulation, and adhesion activation
is not sustained; therefore, a spatially uniform exponentially
decaying signal is used (C = exp (−t/θ)).

2.4 Numerical implementation

2.4.1 Material model

Fibre formation is considered in a fully 3D environment, with
fibres allowed to form in any direction at every point in a 3D
geometry. The number of calculation points may be reduced
by assuming that the geometry is axisymmetric; however, it
should be noted that for axisymmetric simulations, it is nec-
essary to consider 3D orientations of fibres. It is not correct to
restrict SF orientations to the axisymmetric plane. As previ-
ously described by Ronan et al. (2012), the material model is
implemented in a 3D framework (Fig. 1). The active stress is
calculated by summing the contributions of each fibre. Each
fibre stress is calculated based on the kinetic and contractility
equations described above. The stress tensor in the Cartesian
basis generated by the active SF contractility is given as:

σ A
i j =

n∑

k=1

σ f (ωk, ϕk)

n
m (ωk, ϕk)i m (ωk, ϕk) j (10)

where n is the number of fibre orientations and the vector m =
sin (ω) cos (ϕ) x1 + sin (ω) sin (ϕ) x2 + cos (ω) x3 describes
the orientation of the fibres in 3D space.

In parallel to the active SF behaviour described above, the
passive material surrounding the SFs in the cell cytoplasm
is modelled using a compressible neo-Hookean hyperelastic
formulation, whereby the passive stress tensor is given as:

σ P
i j = 2

J
C10

(
Bi j

J 2/3 − 1

3

Bkkδi j

J 2/3

)

+ 2

D1
(J − 1) (11)

where B is the left Cauchy–Green tensor, J is the Jacobian
of the deformation gradient, and C10 and D1 are elasticity
constants.

The complete stress state at any point in the cell cytoplasm
is then given as:

σi j = σ A
i j + σ P

i j (12)

This active constitutive formulation is implemented as a
user-defined material subroutine in the commercial software
Abaqus (Dassault Systemes, RI). The cell nucleus is mod-
elled as a passive hyperelastic material using the same for-
mulation given in Eq. (11). The subscripts “cyto,” “nuc,” and
“sub” are used to denote material properties for the cytoplasm,
nucleus, and substrate, respectively.
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2.4.2 Interaction model

The concentration of bound integrins, ξH , and the stretch
energy, �, both depend on the effective stretch of the integrin-
ligand bond, �e. The effective stretch is based on the move-
ment between the cell and the substrate. However, a bond
forms at a non-zero length �0, and it is possible for a bond
to slip when an bound integrin jumps to a nearby ligand. A
bond will slip if doing so would lower its chemical potential
χH , i.e., if it is stretched past its peak length, �n , and there
is a suitable available ligand. The evolution of a single bond
is shown below in Fig. 2. The effective stretch is defined as

�e =
√

�2
1 + �2

2 − �0 (13)

where �1 and �2 are the normal and tangential stretch com-
ponents.

The tractions on the cell surface depend on the force (Fi )

on each bond and the concentration of bound high affinity
integrins (ξH ) such that:

T1 = −ξH F1 − T P
1 , T2 = −ξH F2 (14)

These tractions are balanced by stresses in the cell caused by
cellular contractility such that:

σi j n j = Ti (15)

where σi j is the Cauchy stress in the cell and n j is the surface
normal.

2.4.3 Finite element simulations

A finite element mesh was generated for a spread cell in con-
tact with an elastic substrate and for a cell that is initially not
in contact with a rigid substrate. In both cases, axisymmet-
ric geometries are assumed, as shown in Fig. 1. Each finite
element model consists of 3 sections with different mater-
ial models: the substrate is modelled as an elastic material;
the cell nucleus is modelled as hyperelastic material; and the
cytoplasm is modelled using the active formulation defined
above. The cytoplasm and nucleus are continuous, and no
slip is permitted between the nucleus and cytoplasm. The
contact interaction between cell and the substrate is simu-
lated using the mixed mode FA formulation defined above.
The material and interaction formulations are implemented
in the finite element software Abaqus (Dassault Systemes,
RI) as a user-defined interface (UINTER) and user-defined
material (UMAT), respectively. A mesh sensitivity study was
performed, and no changes to the results were observed for
smaller element sizes. The simulations consist of a single
analysis step: for the cell adhered to the elastic substrate, SF
formation is driven by an exponentially decaying signal; for
the cell spreading on the rigid substrate, SF formation and
the spreading process are driven by a constant signal.

2.5 Model parameters and interpretation of results

The material parameters used in the current study are based
on previous implementations of the current formulation
which were used to simulate cells adhered to microposts and
cells under direct shear (McGarry et al. 2009; Dowling et al.
2012). In order to investigate the role of contractility, three
representative cell types are selected: smooth muscle cells
(SMCs), fibroblasts (FBs), and chondrocytes (CH). The con-
tractility of these cells is captured by setting the value of σmax

to 25, 3.5, and 0.85 for SMCs, FBs, and CHs respectively,
based on the studies of Dowling et al. (2012) and McGarry et
al. (2009). A passive cytoplasm stiffness of Ecell = 0.4 kPa
and a nucleus stiffness of 4.0 kPa are chosen for all cell
types, and the additional active parameters (i.e., the signal
decay time constant, the hill constant, the forwards and back-
wards kinetic constants, and the reference strain rate) are set
to θ = 70 s, kv = 7, k f = 10, kb = 1, ε̇0 = 0.003 s−1.
The parameters for the FA model are chosen based on pre-
vious calibrations of this model (Deshpande et al. 2008;
Pathak et al. 2008) as: (μH − μL) = 2.14 x 10−20 J; ξ0 =
200 μm−2; κs = 0.15nN μm−1; �n = 0.13 μm. The para-
meters of the passive component of the interface model are:
δP = 0.13 μm; ϕP

0 = 50 fJ.
In order to visualise the resulting 3D SF distributions, two

output variables are considered. Firstly, we utilise the average
SF activation level η at each integration point, given as

η =
n∑

k=1

ηk

n
(16)

where n is the total number (240) of discrete fibre orientations
at each point. Secondly, in order to identify regions of the cell
cytoplasm in which SFs are aligned in a dominant direction, a
circular variance is defined to quantify the difference between
the most highly activated fibre, ηmax, and the average fibre
activation, η, at each integration point. The circular variance
� is defined as:

� = ηmax − η (17)

This variable simply reflects the degree of stress fibre
bundling in a dominant direction at any point in the cyto-
plasm. In order to quantify the results on a whole-cell level,
volume-averaged and area-averaged quantities are calculated
by summing the quantity over the cell volume and area
respectively:

X∗ = 1

V

∫

V

X dV X† = 1

A

∫

A

X dA (18)

where X is the quantity in question and V and A are the total
volume of the relevant volume or area, where area is defined
as the segment of the cell membrane adhering to the substrate.
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3 Results

3.1 Increasing substrate stiffness increases SF and FA
formation

The predicted distribution of SFs in cells adhered to elastic
substrates is presented in Fig. 3a. The contour plots show
the average level of SF formation at each point in the cell on
substrates with moduli of 0.2–20,000 kPa. Supplementary
Figure S1 shows the location of the dominant SFs, i.e., the
SF circular variance (�). The results show the steady-state
distribution following 800 s of signal driven SF growth. The
average SF formation is computed to be highest in cells sim-
ulated on the stiffest substrate. SFs are predicted to form near
the base of the cell at the adhesion to the substrate. In order to
quantify the differences in SF formation, volume-averaged
values of SF formation and SF circular variance are calcu-
lated for the entire cytoplasm, as shown in Fig. 3b,c. Both the
average SF and circular variance increase between 0.1 and
100 kPa, at which point a plateau is reached, and no further
increase in SF formation is computed.

The stiffer substrates provide more support for SF ten-
sion, which leads to less fibre dissociation, as predicted by
Eq. 3. The activation level of the most highly activated fibre
at a given point in the cell, ηmax, is higher, causing increased
SF formation. It should be noted that although the average
SF formation, η, is generally higher on stiffer substrates, the
maximum fibre activation shows a greater increase, and there-
fore, a higher circular variance (� = ηmax − η) is computed
on stiffer substrates.

The concentration of FA binding integrins on the cell sur-
face is shown in Fig. 4a for cells adhered to a range of dif-
ferent substrates. The dimensionless concentration of bound,
high affinity integrins (ξH /ξ0) is shown as a function of the
dimensionless radial coordinate. The area-averaged FA con-
centration is computed for each cell and presented as a func-
tion of substrate stiffness in Fig. 4b. Higher FA concentra-
tions are computed for cells adhered to stiffer substrates, as
expected due to tension from the higher levels of SF forma-
tion described above. FA concentrations are higher near the
cell periphery for all substrates, and on the stiffer substrates
(>200 kPa), a small area of FAs are predicted to form beneath
the nucleus.

3.2 Substrate stiffness alters cell shape, nucleus stresses,
and cellular tractions

In Fig. 5a, the effect of substrate stiffness on steady-state
cell height is shown. On compliant substrates (<2 kPa), the
cell height is 6.7μm, and on stiffer substrates (>100 kPa), the
height is 5.3μm. The height of the cell before the introduction
of cellular contractility is shown as a dashed line (7.5μm).
The average stress in the nucleus is computed to increase
from 70 Pa on compliant substrates to 600 Pa on stiffer sub-
strates, as shown in Fig. 5b. The stress in the nucleus increases
between 1 and 100 kPa; however, outside of this range sub-
strate stiffness does not significantly alter the stress. The
increased SF formation seen on stiffer substrates generates
more tension in the cell, which causes the computed increase
in nucleus stress and decrease in cell height. The computed

Fig. 3 Contour plot of average
stress fibre (SF) formation for
cells seeded on elastic substrates
(a). The average SF activation
level is summed over the
volume of the cytoplasm (b),
and circular variance of SF
formation (max–average) at
each point is summed over the
volume of the cytoplasm (c);
both are shown as a function of
substrate stiffness
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Fig. 4 Predicted concentration
of focal adhesion (FA) integrins
as a function of distance from
cell centre for cells seeded on
elastic substrates (a).
Surface-averaged FA
concentration for each cell is
shown as a function of substrate
stiffness (b). The deformation of
the substrate due to the
contractile action of the cell is
shown in c, d for each substrate
stiffness

Fig. 5 Cell height (a) and
averaged nucleus stress (b) as a
function of substrate stiffness.
Surface shear tractions (c) and
normal tractions (d) as a
function of distance from cell
centre for cells on elastic
substrates

shear traction exerted on the substrate by the cell is shown in
Fig. 5c as a function of the dimensionless radial coordinate.
As expected, higher shear tractions are predicted for stiffer
substrates, and for each cell, the tractions are highest near the
cell periphery. Tractions in the normal direction are shown in
Fig. 5d, with positive tractions only at the cell periphery. The
negative normal tractions indicate that the cell is compressed
into the substrate in the central region. Cell deformations are
shown in Fig. 4c,d for cells adhered to a range of substrates.

Horizontal deformations in the plane of the substrate due to
the contractile action of the cell are predicted to increase as
substrate compliance decreases. The largest horizontal dis-
placements are at the cell periphery, where FA concentrations
are predicted to be highest. The predicted vertical deforma-
tions show that the cell creates a crater-like indentation in the
substrate, with positive or upwards deformations at the cell
periphery and a depression, or downwards deformation, at the
interior of the cell. It should be noted that the deepest inden-
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tation and highest ridge are both computed for the substrate
with a stiffness of 2 kPa, which is not the most compliant sub-
strate. On substrates more compliant than 2 kPa, SF formation
is not sufficient to cause large deformations of the substrate.

3.3 Cellular contractility and substrate stiffness

The effect of cellular contractility on the substrate-dependent
response of cells is shown in Fig. 6. The SF circular variance
for each cell is shown for contractility levels representing
smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, and chondrocytes. Fig. 6a
shows that the SF circular variance is decreased on more com-
pliant substrates for all cell types. On very stiff substrates,
the circular variance increases with increasing contractility;
however, on very compliant substrates, the circular variance
decreases with increasing contractility. The SF circular vari-
ance, normalized by the maximum circular variance for each
cell type, is shown in Fig. 6b. This normalised plot shows that
the relative change in circular variance is greatest for more
contractile cells. Lower substrate stiffness causes a decrease
in both the average and maximum SF formation; however, a
smaller decrease of average SF formation is predicted for less
contractile cells causing the trends in Fig. 6a,b. It should also
be noted that in Fig. 6b, the range of substrate stiffness that
causes the greatest change in the circular variance is lower
for less contractile cells. Chondrocytes are predicted to be
most sensitive on substrates more compliant than 2 kPa. In

contrast, smooth muscle cells are predicted to be most sen-
sitive in the range 1–100 kPa and fibroblasts in the range
0.1–10 kPa.

The nucleus stress computed for different cell types seeded
on elastic substrates is shown in Fig. 6c. For all elastic sub-
strates, decreasing contractility reduced the average nucleus
stress. As was observed for the SF circular variance, two
plateau regions were computed for very stiff and very compli-
ant substrates in which the nucleus stress did not change sig-
nificantly. Each cell type underwent the same relative change
in nucleus stress, and highly contractile cells were more sen-
sitive to stiffer substrates, as shown in the normalised plot in
Fig. 6d.

3.4 Cell shape and substrate stiffness

The effect of cell shape on the cellular response to substrate
stiffness is shown in Fig. 7. SF and FA formation is simu-
lated in a spread cell with a round morphology, in addition
to the spread cell simulated previously Fig. 7a. For SMCs,
there is increase in the volume-averaged SF formation in the
rounder cell compared to the highly spread cell for very com-
pliant substrates Fig. 7b. For chondrocytes, the rounder cell
shows significantly less sensitivity to substrate stiffness, with
a bigger increase in the volume-averaged SF formation in the
rounder cell for compliant substrates than that was observed
for SMCs.

Fig. 6 Stress fibre (SF) circular variance averaged over the cytoplasm volume (a) and volume-averaged nucleus stress (c) as a function of substrate
stiffness. The plots a, c are reproduced in b, d, normalized by the maximum value on the stiffest substrate to show relative changes on softer substrates
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Fig. 7 a Original spread configuration (left) compared to modified
round cell geometry (right). b Normalised stress fibre (SF) circular vari-
ance averaged over the cytoplasm volume (b) and normalised volume-
averaged nucleus stress (c) as a function of substrate stiffness. Note
values are normalized by the maximum value on the stiffest substrate to
show relative changes on softer substrates. Data for the original spread
geometry are shown with a solid line and data for the modified round
geometry are shown with a dashed line

Interestingly, the average stress in the nucleus in round
SMCs was not dependent on the substrate stiffness. As the
nucleus in the round SMC is further away from the base
of the cell, and hence further from the majority of SFs, the
stress in the nucleus is not strongly influenced by changes
in SFs near the base. In contrast, the SFs in the chondrocyte
are not as dominant at the base of the cell; hence, changes
in substrate stiffness lead to changes in SFs closer to the
nucleus and consequently lead to changes in nucleus stress.
It is important to note that Fig. 7c shows relative changes in
nucleus stress and not absolute values.

3.5 Cells spreading on rigid substrates

Figure 8a–e shows the evolution of the cytoskeleton dur-
ing spreading in a cell that is initially unattached from a

rigid substrate. SF formation and cell spreading are driven
by a constant signal over 1,400 s. The mixed mode interface
model pulls the cell towards the surface, and the formation
of FAs prevents lateral shortening of the cell. As the cell
spreads, SFs are predicted to form at the periphery of the
cell-substrate adhesion where FAs have been formed. Fur-
ther spreading leads to SF formation in a band extending
from the edge of the cell-substrate contact over the top of the
nucleus. The combined active and passive interface model
provides support for fibre tension, causing the distinct bands
to emerge as the contact area between the cell and the sub-
strate grows radially. Figure 8f shows the location of the FAs
near the cell periphery at the end of the dominant band of
fibres.

Figure 9 shows SF formation in cells simulated spread-
ing on a rigid substrate using different contact formulations
after ∼240 s of spreading. In addition to the active and pas-
sive mixed mode formulation presented above and shown in
Fig. 9a, cells are simulated using a completely passive model
with a uniform distribution of adhesions and a linear spring
model that does not allow for the sliding of integrins on the
surface, as shown in Fig. 9a. In contrast to the mixed mode
sliding model, the uniform distribution model does not pro-
vide enough tension for SF persistence, and reduced levels
of SF formation are predicted. The integrins in the simpli-
fied model are stretched past the peak length, after which
the force in the bond drops. This leads to a reduction in the
interface stiffness, and hence, SFs dissociate following the
reduction in tension. Finally, cells are simulated using a for-
mulation that only considers the passive normal tractions,
as shown in Fig. 9c. Due to the absence of FAs provid-
ing support for fibre tension, SFs parallel to the substrate
shorten and hence dissociate near the base of the cell. Con-
sequently, no SFs are predicted at the cell base, and the band
of SFs extending from the periphery to the top of the nucleus
is diminished in comparison with that computed with the
active FA formation. Additionally, when SF tension is not
supported by FAs, the cell contracts laterally and a signifi-
cantly smaller contact area is computed (674 μm2 compared
to 857 μm2). Furthermore, in the absence of non-specific
tractions, SFs do not form near the base of the cell and the cell
does not spread on the substrate, as shown in supplementary
Figure S2.

The orientation of SFs following 550 s of cell spreading
is shown in Figure 10 and in Movie S3. The vectors show the
orientation of most dominant fibre at each point in the cell.
Fibres at the base of the cell, particularly at the cell periphery,
are predicted to form dominant bundles in the circumferential
or hoop direction. In contrast, fibres in the dominant band of
fibres leading from the cell periphery over the top of the
cell and towards the nucleus are predicted to be aligned in
the axisymmetric plane and are oriented in an approximately
radial direction.
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Fig. 8 Stress fibres evolution
during cell spreading at 50, 150,
300, 400, and 550 s for a cell
which is initially not in contact
with a rigid substrate (a–e). The
concentration of focal adhesion
integrins is also shown (f)

4 Discussion

The current study presents a computational investigation of
mutually dependent stress fibre (SF) and focal adhesion (FA)
formation on elastic substrates in a 3D framework. Tension-
dependent SF remodelling results in changes in the interface
traction between the cell and substrate, which consequently
lead to traction-dependent FA formation. Simulations reveal
that SF contractility plays a critical role in the substrate-
dependent response of cells. Compliant substrates do not
provide enough tension for SF persistence, causing disso-
ciation of SFs and lower FA formation. In contrast, cells
on stiffer substrates are predicted to contain large amounts
of dominant SFs, with FAs forming near the cell periph-
ery at the end of the SF bundles. A transitional range of
substrate stiffness is identified over which substrate stiffness
effected the most significant changes in SF and FA formation,
nucleus stress, and cell height. Outside of this transitional
range substrate elasticity has a less significant effect on cell
behaviour. Furthermore, different levels of cellular contrac-
tility representative of different cell phenotypes are found to
alter this stiffness range. It should be noted that, for a given
cell type, the substrate-dependent response is investigated
using an unchanged parameter set. Finally, the spreading of
a cell initially not in contact with a substrate is simulated. SF
and FA formation evolves as the cell spread and leads to the
formation of bands of SFs leading from the cell periphery

over the nucleus. Inhibiting the formation of FAs during cell
spreading is found to limit SF formation.

In the current study, more SFs and FAs are predicted to
form in cells adhered to stiffer substrates. Simulations reveal
that SFs form near the base of the cells, particularly at the cell
periphery. Higher levels of bound FA integrins are computed
in cells with a large amount of SFs. The inter-dependence
of FAs and SFs is further shown on compliant substrates
where low levels of SFs are accompanied by significantly
smaller FAs. This trend has been widely observed experimen-
tally for a range of cell types including endothelial (Byfield
et al. 2009), mesenchymal stem cells (Engler et al. 2006),
fibroblasts (Solon et al. 2007), and chondrocytes (Schuh et al.
2010). Experimental studies have attempted to quantify the
changes in SF formation for cells seeded on elastic substrates:
Byfield et al. (2009) report a doubling of the average SF fluo-
rescence in endothelial cells on a 9 kPa substrate compared to
1.7 kPa. Solon et al. (2007) use densitometric quantification
of Western blots to report a ∼50-fold increase in sedimented
actin for fibroblasts seeded on a 15.2 kPa substrate compared
to 0.7 kPa. Engler et al. (2006) show a linear increase in non-
muscle myosin fluorescence in mesenchymal stem cells on
elastic substrates ranging from 0.1 to 10 kPa. The experi-
mental quantifications of Engler et al. (2006) and Solon et
al. (2007) are reproduced and superimposed on the levels of
SF actin formation predicted in the current study, as shown
in Fig. 12. Furthermore, SFs are reported to form distinct
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Fig. 9 Stress fibre (SF) formation for a cell simulated with an active
mixed mode formulation (a); for a cell with a uniform distribution of
focal adhesions (FA) and no mechanism to allow for the sliding of
integrins along ligands (b); and for a cell simulated with a passive
interface model that acts only in the normal direction (c). SFs are shown
after 240 s

bundles on stiffer substrates, in contrast to more compliant
substrates where stains for actin appear smeared (Engler et
al. 2006; Yeung et al. 2005). Increased levels of FA forma-
tion are also reported for cells on stiffer substrates (Engler
et al. 2006). These changes have been quantified experimen-
tally by counting the number of distinct adhesions (Ren et al.

2008) or by calculating the total area of FAs on the cell surface
(Goffin et al. 2006). Elineni and Gallant (2011) measured the
intensity of FA integrins for cells adhered to circular adhesive
patches, observing a significant peak of high affinity integrins
at the cell periphery and a uniformly low level in the interior
of the adhered area, which is in strong agreement with the dis-
tributions predicted here. For comparison, the results of Fig. 4
are superimposed upon the experimental data of Elineni and
Gallant (2011) for axisymmetric fibroblasts adhered to cir-
cular micropatterned islands, as shown in Fig. 11. In both
the simulated and experimental results, FAs are seen to form
near the centre of the cell contact area; however, these FAs are
only predicted to form near the nucleus for stiffer substrates.
While experimental images predominantly show FA’s at the
cell periphery, experimental images of vinculin show smaller
amounts of FA formation near the interior of the cell (Elineni
and Gallant 2011). Experimental observations by Goffin et
al. show FAs in a ring surrounding the nucleus; however,
such FAs are not widely reported. The predicted level of FA
formation under the nucleus is quiet low; therefore, such low
levels of FA formation may not always be clearly visible.

The role of contractility was investigated in the cur-
rent study by considering three cell phenotypes represent-
ing a spectrum of cellular contractility: smooth muscle cells,
fibroblasts, and chondrocytes (in order of decreasing contrac-
tility). The parameters required to simulate the active con-
tractility of these cells were identified in previous implemen-
tations of the material formulation employed here (Dowling
et al. 2012; McGarry et al. 2009). The range of substrate stiff-
ness that has the greatest effect on the substrate-dependent
response of each cell type is identified by considering the
level of SF formation and average nucleus stress. Simula-
tions reveal that highly contractile SMCs are most sensitive
over the range 1–100 kPa. In contrast, less contractile fibrob-
lasts are sensitive over 0.1–10 kPa, and chondrocytes are most
sensitive on substrates with a modulus less than 2 kPa. This
link between substrate elasticity and the cellular contractility
is supported by experimental observations. Ren et al. (2008)
report that highly contractile myoblasts form well-defined
FAs and numerous highly organised SF bundles on substrates
stiffer than 300 kPa and also note significant changes in cell
morphology over the range 100–300 kPa. In contrast, less
contractile cells, such as chondrocytes, are reported to be
sensitive to much more compliant ranges: substrates stiffer
than 4 kPa are reported to lead to flattened morphologies,
while less stiff substrates lead to rounded chondrocyte mor-
phologies (Schuh et al. 2010; Subramanian and Lin 2005). SF
circular variance is predicted to increase with increasing sub-
strate stiffness. Therefore, cells are computed to form bun-
dles that are more dominant on stiff substrates. Experimen-
tal observations of cells on different substrates show highly
aligned SFs on stiff substrates, and in contrast, compliant
substrates lead to less organised SF distributions(Discher and
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Fig. 10 The orientation of the most highly activated or dominant fibre
is shown as a vector plot (a) with zoomed in views to highlight fibres
oriented in the hoop direction at the base of the cell and at the cell
periphery (b) and to highlight 2 bands of fibres leading radially from

the cell periphery towards the nucleus and along the cortical area of the
cell (c). The vector length represents the activation level of the dominant
fibre, and the colour represents the average level of SF formation in all
directions at each point

Janmey 2005). The predictions presented in the current study,
which are strongly aligned with these experimental observa-
tions, suggest a strong link between the contractility of cells
and the range of substrate stiffness over which they exhibit
the greatest changes. In our framework, the contractile stress
fibres are in mechanical equilibrium with the FA interface
tractions and hence with stresses in the substrate; therefore,
the inter-dependence of FA and stress fibres emerges with-
out any assumptions regarding SF or FA distributions. Our
coupled SF and FA framework offers a unique insight into
the role of SF contractility and tension-dependent remod-
elling in the ability of cells to actively respond to substrate
stiffness.

The current study predicts that the level of stress in the
nucleus is affected by cellular contractility, substrate stiff-
ness, and cell shape. Previous experimental studies have
established the mechanical link between the cytoskeleton
and the nucleus (Buxboim et al. 2010), and, in particular,
that the removal of nuclear lamins also leads to disrup-
tion of the cytoskeleton (Broers et al. 2004). In the cur-
rent study, the nucleus and the cytoplasm are simulated as
two separate but continuous regions and it is important to
note that no movement is permitted between the cytoplasm
and the nucleus. While nuclear binding proteins are not
explicitly included in the computational framework, the con-
straints at the cytoplasm–nucleus interface represent a uni-

Fig. 11 Comparison of experimental observations of focal adhesion
(FA) proteins for fibroblasts cells seeded on circular adhesive patches
(shown as solid blue lines) and computational predictions of cells seeded
on elastic substrates (for 2,000 kPa (red) 20 kPa (green) and 2kPa
(magenta). Experimental data adapted from (Elineni and Gallant 2011)
for three fibroblast cells adhered to a ∼2,000 kPa substrate

form distribution of rigid nesprins. Significant differences
have been reported in nuclear stresses and apparent stiff-
ness levels between stem cells and differentiated phenotypes
(Pajerowski et al. 2007). Furthermore, it is well established
that substrate stiffness directs stem cell linage (Discher and
Janmey 2005). Compliant substrates are reported to be neu-
rogenic, while stiffer substrates are found to be myogenic,
and comparatively, rigid substrates are osteogenic (Engler
et al. 2006). The current study predicts substrate-dependent
changes in nucleus stress for a given cell type using an
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Fig. 12 Comparison of experimentally observed levels of SF actin for-
mation (dashed lines) with predicted results (solid lines) as a function
of substrate stiffness. Predicted results are shown for smooth muscle
cells (SMCs), fibroblasts (FBs), and chondrocytes (CH). Experimental
data are adopted from Engler et al. (2006) and Solon et al. (2007)

unchanged parameter set. Changes in both substrate stiff-
ness and cell morphology are found to alter significantly
the stress in the nucleus. In future experimental studies of
substrate-dependent contractility, it would be interesting to
restrict the spread area of the cell by micropatterning of the
substrate and subsequently measuring the deformed config-
uration of the nucleus. Such an investigation may validate
our prediction regarding cell shape and nucleus stress. The
ability to accurately simulate nucleus stress offers a unique
insight into the mechanical regulation of stem cell differenti-
ation and will potentially provide a powerful predictive tool
for tissue engineering applications.

The current study predicts the traction stress exerted by a
cell on an elastic substrate and the resulting substrate defor-
mations. The substrate deformations shown previously in
Fig. 4c, d are reproduced as a contour plot and compared
to the measurements of Hur et al. (2009) in Fig. 13. Com-
puted substrate deformations are strongly supported by the
3D measurements of Hur et al. (2009), with both experimen-
tal and predicted deformations forming a crater-like shape
with a depression (approximately 0.4 μm deep) at the cen-
tre of the cell surrounded by a ridge. Simulations also pre-
dict that shear tractions are highest at the cell periphery and
highly dependent on substrate elasticity. On compliant sub-
strates, shear tractions are computed to be ∼100 Pa in the
interior of a smooth muscle cell, rising to 250 Pa at the cell
periphery, whereas on stiffer substrates, tractions in the inte-
rior range up to 800 Pa rising to over 1.5 kPa at the periph-
ery. Previous experimental studies have measured the surface
shear tractions exerted by a cell using microbeads embedded
in elastic gels (traction force microscopy) to calculate the
deformation of the gel and hence determine the traction field
(Wang et al. 2002). Tractions near the interior of the cell
are typically 4–5 times lower than peak tractions at the cell
periphery, with peaks of over 900 kPa reported for smooth
muscle cells, dropping to 400 Pa halfway from the periphery
to 200 Pa at the interior (Wang et al. 2002). Lower tractions
are reported for less contractile epithelial cells with ∼50 Pa
internally and 150–200 Pa at the cell periphery (Gavara et
al. 2006; Roca-Cusachs et al. 2008). The tractions predicted

Fig. 13 Computed horizontal
(a) and vertical (b) deformations
for fibroblasts adhered to a 2 kPa
substrate. Experimentally
observed deformations (c,d) for
an endothelial cell adhered to a
3.78 kPa substrate (adopted
from Hur et al. (2009)). The cell
outline is shown as a black line
in each image
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in the current study are strongly aligned with such exper-
imental data. Furthermore, experimental studies have also
reported that substrate stiffness influences cellular tractions;
tractions for endothelial cells seeded on a 1 kPa substrate are
reported to be ∼200 Pa, whereas significantly higher trac-
tions of ∼1,000 Pa are measured for endothelial cells on 5
or 10 kPa substrates (Califano and Reinhart-King 2010). A
similar dependence of shear tractions on substrate stiffness
is predicted by the modelling framework used in the current
study. It should be noted that, in the present study, significant
tractions in the normal direction are computed for cells on
stiffer substrates. Experimental techniques, such as traction
force microscopy, typically measure only the shear compo-
nent. However, both normal and shear tractions can lead to
stretching of FA bonds. Considering only the shear compo-
nent of the contact tractions may lead to underestimation of
the forces exerted on FA integrins at the periphery of cells
on very stiff substrates.

The latter part of the current study presents simulations
of a cell attaching to and spreading on a rigid substrate. The
mixed mode FA model and passive tractions promote the
spreading and flattening of the cell, while resisting the lat-
eral contraction of the cell due to SF contractility. During
cell spreading, the actin cytoskeleton evolves as the size of
the adhered surface grows. FAs are predicted to form at the
cell periphery and support fibre tension leading to the for-
mation of a band of SFs from the cell periphery over the
nucleus. Such long SFs that extend from the cell periphery
over the nucleus have been observed experimentally (Gof-
fin et al. 2006; Elineni and Gallant 2011). The importance
of including mixed mode FA behaviour is demonstrated by
simulating cell spreading without these essential biophysi-
cal processes. Simulations reveal a uniform distribution of
adhesions without a mechanism that allows for the sliding of
integrins along the substrate results in reduced levels of SF
formation. The simplified adhesion model does not provide
the required support for SF tension, and significantly, lower
levels of fibre formation are predicted. Furthermore, using a
formulation that only considers the normal passive tractions
leads to an unrealistic distribution of SFs. The 3D frame-
work predicts the orientation of SFs as the cell spreads, and
dominant bundles of SFs are identified in the circumferential
direction at the cell periphery and in the radial direction lead-
ing towards the cell nucleus. In experimental observations
where the cell has formed an approximately axisymmetric
geometry, similar to that simulated here, the predicted ori-
entations are found to be in agreement with experimentally
observed dominant fibre bundles (Oakes et al. 2012; Potter
et al. 1998).

While the current study represents a step forward in the
computational investigation of SF and FA behaviour of cells
spread on elastic substrates, a number of limitations exist that
should be considered in future studies. Experimental studies

have shown that protrusion forces exerted by filopodia and
lamellipodia during spreading can be ∼5 and ∼20 pN (Cojoc
et al. 2007). These phenomena have not been considered in
the current study; however, future computational studies of
cell spreading should consider these processes. By incor-
porating the behaviour of actin protrusions, it is likely that
the simulations of cell spreading will predict a flatter cell
morphology. A limitation of the current study is that the pre-
dicted spread cell bulges outwards at the cell periphery; such
bulging is not consistent with experimental observations of
in-vitro spread cells. Previous experimental studies have also
shown that microtubules undergo complex deformations that
merit investigation the in future studies (Brangwynne et al.
2006); however, microtubules and other components of the
cell have all been included in the current formulation as part
of a passive hyperelastic component.

A recent experimental/computational study by
Tondon et al. (2012) used asymmetric stretch waveforms
during cyclic stretch, and cell lengthening rate was found
to influence SF dissociation more than cell shortening rate.
Alignment of stress fibres is observed for high strain rate
loading and not for low strain rate loading. The kinetic equa-
tion implemented used in the current study would not capture
this result if cell alignment is entirely a function of unloading
strain rate. However, loading strain rates may influence cell
signalling, stress fibre formation, and focal adhesion rupture
under dynamic conditions. A full investigation of the ability
of our modelling framework to capture the results of Tondon
et al. (2012) under dynamic boundary conditions should be
performed in a separate study. Such a study may result in fur-
ther model development including physiological signalling
in response to cyclic stretching and altered stress fibre behav-
iour under high lengthening rates. In the current study, the
cell is not subjected to externally applied loads, and the rate
of deformation due to SF contractility is sufficiently slow
such that the tri-linear model may be used.

Cellular signalling drives SF remodelling, and the expo-
nentially decaying signal in the current study is based on
the observations of Roberts et al. (2001) and Ruwhof et
al. (2001). In these studies, an approximately exponentially
decaying calcium signal is detected following mechanical
loading. While calcium signalling regulates SF contractil-
ity in SMCs (Somlyo and Somlyo 1994), other signalling
pathways may be more relevant in other cell types. In the
material model presented here, the kinetics of the signalling
pathway and the proteins involved are not specifically con-
sidered. Instead, a simplified spatially uniform signal is used
to represent all signalling pathways inclusive of proteins
such as Rho-GTPases, Rac and Rho when they are involved.
A complete biochemical analysis of the complex signalling
pathways involved in the formation of stress fibres is beyond
the scope of the current study (see Zeng et al. 2011; Pol-
lard et al. 2000). In the latter part of the present study, a
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continuous signal is used to represent the sustained signalling
from stretch-activated channels. A recent mechanosensi-
tive intracellular signalling formulation incorporates a feed-
back loop between SF contractility, FA tractions, and sig-
nalling pathways (Pathak et al. 2011); however, this mech-
anism has not been implemented in a 3D framework.
Future studies should incorporate such a signalling feed-
back to avoid the assumptions of constant or decaying signals
used here.

In the current study, different categories of stress fibres
have not been considered. In the previous study by Hotu-
lainen and Lappalainen (2006), it is noted that transverse
arcs can form between two dorsal SFs, and as the transverse
arc contracts, form a ventral SF. While the origins of these
fibres maybe different, the underlying myosin-driven con-
tractility is similar; therefore, a unified model can be justi-
fied as a first step. The contractile nature of these transverse
arcs is confirmed by Hotulainen & Lappalainen by inhibit-
ing myosin ATPase activity by treating cells with blebbista-
tin, which resulted in a complete loss of transverse arcs in
the cell. Naumanen et al. (2008) describe transverse arcs as
α-actinin-decorated actin filaments and that these actin fil-
ament structures assemble endwise with myosin bundles to
form contractile transverse arcs. For cells similar to those of
Naumanen et al. (U2OS), Oakes et al. (2012) report that trans-
verse arcs generate large amounts of tension that is relayed
to FAs via dorsal SFs. Transverse arcs have been shown to
be involved in cell migration (Gardel et al. 2010), and the
role of actin contractility has been investigated recently by
the computational study of Shemesh et al. (2012).

Axially symmetric finite element models used in the cur-
rent study are based on experimental observations of spread
cell morphologies (Caille et al. 2002; Thoumine et al. 1999).
Axial symmetry has been successfully used in previous com-
putational studies to minimize computational cost (Caille et
al. 2002; Nguyen et al. 2010; Ofek et al. 2009; Haider and
Guilak 2002; Rowat et al. 2005). A previous 3D investigation
of the role of SF contractility in the compression resistance of
cells,which used the material model employed in the current
study, reported similar trends for axisymmetric and polarised
cell geometries (Ronan et al. 2012).

The tensegrity model (Ingber 1993) has been used to inves-
tigate the response of contractile cells to substrate elasticity
(Santis et al. 2011). This study also identifies the substrate
stiffness over which the cell shows the greatest sensitivity to
substrate elasticity. However, the tensegrity model requires
a-priori knowledge of the SF distribution in the cell, and
experimental investigation has shown that the disruption of
microtubules results in an increase in the traction force gener-
ated by cells (Kolodney and Elson 1995), suggesting that the
strut-based structure of the tensegrity model overlooks other
essential biomechanical elements of the cell. The model of
Novak et al. (2004) incorporates a feedback loop between

adhesion formation and the assembly of actin fibres. The
inclusion of this feedback loop replicates two key phenom-
ena: the arrangement of long stress fibres and the tendency for
adhesions to form at the cell periphery. However, the model of
Novak et al. assumes that stress fibres form randomly at adhe-
sion sites in proportion to the size of the adhesion and disso-
ciate at a constant rate. Mohrdieck et al. (2005) has developed
a model for the actin cytoskeleton as a discrete set of fibres
linking adhesion sites. However, this model assumes a prede-
fined distribution of fibres which are subjected to a uniform
prestrain and does not allow for changes in the cytoskele-
ton based on the underlying cell processes. Zeng and Li
(2011) simulate cell spreading by considering the cytoplasm
as a liquid crystal material that interacts with an elastic sub-
strate via a potential-based attractive adhesive force. This
model predicts different spread morphologies for cells on
substrates with different stiffness. Ni and Chiang (2007) sim-
ulate changes in cell morphology across a range of substrate
stiffness by minimizing the free energy of the cell and the
cell-substrate interaction. This free energy model consists of
a planar cell with a band of uniformly distributed adhesions
at the cell edge. This approach identifies a range of substrate
stiffness over which the cell forms a “branched” morphology.
Olberding et al. (2010) consider the thermodynamic equilib-
rium of bound and unbound binding proteins in a manner
similar to that of the current study. Interestingly, Olberding
et al. explicitly consider the kinetics of the binding process,
and consequently, a finite adhesion strength emerges from
the binding kinetics without specifying a strength for indi-
vidual bonds. Shemesh et al. (2012)) investigate the stick/slip
behaviour between actin and focal adhesions during the self-
organisation of the cytoskeleton at the cell front. In con-
trast, our model does not involve growth of the actin gel
network but instead deals with the interaction between SFs
and FAs via the equilibrium of internal contractile forces
(due to SFs) with external tractions (reactions due to FAs).
The contractility of the cytoskeleton is treated as a constant
force or membrane tension in many of the above models,
and therefore, their models are limited to analysing adhe-
sion dynamics in the absence of broader interactions within
the cell. In contrast, the framework presented in the current
study is based on the key biomechanical cellular processes
of SF and FA formation and evolution; this allows for further
understanding of the traction based inter-dependence of SFs
and FAs

5 Conclusions

In the current study, we have predicted the substrate-
dependent response of contractile cells with no predefined
SF or FA arrangement. Each cell phenotype is simulated
using an unchanged set of parameters, predicting increased
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levels of SF and FA formation on stiffer substrates. The pre-
dictions of this mutually dependent material-interface frame-
work are strongly supported by experimental observations of
cells adhered to elastic substrates. SF contractility is found to
strongly influence the substrate-dependent response of cells,
including changes in nuclear stress and cell tractions. This
framework is also used to simulate cell spreading where an
unadhered cell geometry is initially assumed. Again, spread-
ing simulations highlight the importance of inter-dependent
SF and FA formation.
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